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Irreducible Complexity
Obstade to Darwinian Evolution
Michael
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HYPOTHESIS

In his seminal work On the Origin of Species, Darwin hoped to explain what
no one had been able to explain before - how the variety and complexity of
the living world might have been produced by simple natural laws. His idea
for doing so was, of course, the theory of evolution by natural selection. In a
nutshell, Darwin saw that there was variety in all species. For example, some
members of a species are bigger than others, some faster, some brighter
in color. He knew that not all organisms that are born will survive to reproduce, simply because there is not enough food to sustain them all. So
Darwin reasoned that the ones whose chance variation gives them an edge
in the struggle for life would tend to survive and leave offspring. If the variation could be inherited, then over time the characteristics of the species
would change, and over great periods of time, perhaps great changes could
occur.
It was an elegant idea, and many scientists of the time quickly saw that
it could explain many things about biology. However, there remained an
important reason for reserving judgment about whether it could actually
account for all of biology: the basis of life was as yet unknown. In Darwin's
day, atoms and molecules were still theoretical constructs - no one was sure
if such things actually existed. Many scientists of Darwin's era took the cell to
be a simple glob of protoplasm, something like a microscopic piece ofjell-O.
Thus the intricate molecular basis oflife was utterly unknown to Darwin and
his contemporaries.
In the past hundred years, science has learned much more about the cell
and, especially in the past fifty years, much about the molecular basis of life.
The discoveries of the double helical structure of DNA, the genetic code,
the complicated, irregular structure of proteins, and much else have given
us a greater appreciation for the elaborate structures that are necessary to
sustain life. Indeed, we have seen that the cell is run by machines - literally,

machines made of molecules. There are molecular machines that enablt· t lw
cell to move, machines that empower it to transport nutrients, machines that
allow it to defend itself.
In light of the enormous progress made by science since Darwin first
proposed his theory, it is reasonable to ask if the theory still seems to ht·
a good explanation for life. In Darwin s Black Box: The Biochemical Challertl,,l'f'
to Evolution (Bebe 1996), I argued that it is not. The main difficulty for
Darwinian mechanisms is that many systems in the cell are what I termed
"irreducibly complex." I defined an irreducibly complex system as: a singltsystem that is necessarily composed of several well-matched, interacting p,u·ts
that contribute to the basic function, and where the removal of any one of
the parts causes the system to effectively cease functioning (Bebe 200 I ) . As
an example from everyday life of an irreducibly complex system, I pointt·cl
to a mechanical mousetrap such as one finds in a hardware store. Typically,
such traps have a number of parts: a spring, a wooden platform, a hamnwr,
and other pieces. If one removes a piece from the trap, it can't catch mi<"t'.
Without the spring, or hammer, or any of the other pieces, one doesn't havr
a trap that works half as well as it used to, or a quarter as well; one hall a
broken mousetrap, which doesn't work at all.
Irreducibly complex systems seem very difficult to fit into a Darwinian
framework, for a reason insisted upon by Darwin himself. In the OriJ(it1,
Darwin wrote that "[i]f it could be demonstrated that any complex or~a11
existed which could not possibly have been formed by numcrow1, suc·,·r11sive, slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break down. nut I
can find out no such case" (Darwin 1859, 158). Here Darwin was t•mpha11l1.ing that his was a gradual theory. Natural selection had to improvr sy11t«-rrn1
by tiny steps, over a long period of time, because if things improvrcl too
rapidly, or in large steps, then it would begin to look as if sonwt hi11got hrr
than natural selection were driving the process. However, it is hard to !'lt't'
how something like a mousetrap could arise gradually by so111t·thi11gakin
to a Darwinian process. For example, a spring by itself, or a platform hy
itself, would not catch mice, and adding a piece to the first 110111'1111,·tioning piece wouldn't make a trap either. So it appears that irrcdudbly ,·omplex biological systems would present a considerable obstacle to Darwinian
evolution.
The question then becomes, are there any irreducibly complex systt·m!'Iin
the cell? Are there any irreducibly complex molecular machines? Yt·s,th err
are many. In Darwin s Black Box, I discussed several biochemical 11y111t•11111
a11
examples of irreducible complexity: the eukaryotic cilium, tht· intran•lh1l.1r
transport system, and more. Here I will just briefly describe tht· h,u·trrial
flagellum (DeRosier 1998; Shapiro 1995), since its structure makt•s tilt' dil~
ficulty for Darwinian evolution easy to see (Figure 19.1). The flagellum <"llll
be thought ofas an out hoard motor that bacteria use to swim. II was thr fir11t
truly rotary 11tn1t·t11n·
di11n1Vt'rcdin nature. It nmsists of a long filamrnto1111
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19.1. The bacterial flagellum. Reproduced from D. Voet and J. G. Voet,
Biochemistry,2nd ed. (New York: Wiley, 1995), Figure 34-84, with permission of John
Wiley Publishers and Donald Voet, who wished to emphasize that "this is an artistdrawn representation of the flagellum rather than a photo or drawing of an actual
flagellum."
FIGURE

tail that acts as a propeller; when it is spun, it pushes against the liquid
medium and can propel the bacterium forward. The propeller is attached to
the drive shaft indirectly through something called the hook region, which
acts as a universal joint. The drive shaft is attached to the motor, which uses
a flow of acid or sodium ions from the outside to the inside of the cell to
power rotation. Just as an outboard motor has to be kept stationary on a
motorboat while the propeller turns, there are proteins that act as a stator
structure to keep the flagellum in place. Other proteins act as bushings to
permit the drive shaft to pass through the bacterial membrane. Studies have
shown that thirty to forty proteins are required to produce a functioning
flagellum in the cell. About half of the proteins are components of the finished structure, while the others are necessary for the construction of the
flagellum. In the absence of almost any of the proteins - in the absence
of the parts that act as the propeller, drive shaft, hook, and so forth - no
functioning flagellum is built.
As with the mousetrap, it is quite difficult to see how Darwin's gradualistic process of natural selection sifting random mutations could produce
the bacterial flagellum, since many pieces are required before its function
appears. A hook by itself, or a driveshaft by itself, will not act as a propulsive
device. But the situation is actually much worse than it appears from this
cursory description, for several reasons. First, there is associated with the
functioning of the flagellum an intricate control system, which tells the nagellum when to rotate, when to stop, and sometimes when to reverse itself

Hr,,,

and rotate in the opposite direction. This allows the bacterium to swi111111
ward or away from an appropriate signal, rather than in a random di re< 11<111
that could much more easily take it the wrong way. Thus the problc111 111
accounting for the origin of the flagellum is not limited to the Oagcll11111
itself but extends to associated control systems as well.
Second, a more subtle problem is how the parts assemble themselves i111
<,
a whole. The analogy to an outboard motor fails in one respect: an outbo,11 <I
motor is generally assembled under the direction of a human - an i11tt'llt
gent agent who can specify which parts are attached to which other p:111.
The information for assembling a bacterial flagellum, however (or, inck1·d,
for assembling any biomolecular machine), resides in the compone11 t p 111
teins of the structure itself. Recent work shows that the assembly process I1,,
a flagellum is exceedingly elegant and intricate (Yonekura et al. 2000) . 11
that assembly information is absent from the proteins, then no flage11111111s
produced. Thus, even ifwe had a hypothetical cell in which proteins ho111nl
~gous to all of the parts of the flagellum were present (perhaps perfo1111i11g
Jobs other than propulsion) but were missing the information on how In
assemble themselves into a flagellum, we would still not get the struct 1111•
The problem of irreducibility would remain.
Because of such considerations, I have concluded that Darwinian p, n
cesses are not promising explanations for many biochemical systems 111
the cell. Instead, I have noted that, if one looks at the interactions ol t I11•
components of the flagellum, or cilium, or other irreducibly compkx 1 !'I
~ular ~ystem, they look like they were designed - purposely designed hy .111
mtelhgent agent. The features of the systems that indicate design an· t lw
same ones that stymie Darwinian explanations: the specific interaction ol
multiple components to accomplish a function that is beyond the individ
ual components. The logical structure of the argument to design is a si111pltinductive one: whenever we see such highly specific interactions in m11 I'\
erydayworld, whether in a mousetrap or elsewhere, we unfailingly !ind tli.11
the systems were intentionally arranged - that they were designed. Now w1·
find systems of similar complexity in the cell. Since no other explanati<>1111,1~
successfully addressed them, I argue that we should extend the i11clt1<
1io11
to subsume molecular machines, and hypothesize that they were pu, po~dy
designed.
MISCONCEPTIONS
ABOUT WHAT A HYPOTllEStS
OF DESIGN ENTAILS

The hypothesis oflntelligent Design (ID) is quite controversial, 1110:-,tly
lu
cause of its philosophical and theological overtones, and in tlt1· yc,11s~11111
Darwin '.I /J/arli /Jo.· w,1s published a number of scicnt ists :111<1
pli ilo,sopl11 ,
hav1• 11ii·d 11111'11111
· its 111ai11argument. I haw found tll\'sc 1rlu11t.il t11
· p111.,1,,1
lw 1111p<
1~11
,1 h, •, ,11 lu ~t ()11it1• th<" opposit1 ·, I tlii11k tlt.11 s111111

